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Total 
response 

200 

Occupa-
tion 

Management (Company)：13.5% 
Company employee：9.0% 
Management (Media)：3.5% 

Journalist：7.0% 

National government employee：3.0% 
Local government employee：1.5% 
Diet member：0.0% 
Local assembly member：1.5% 
NGO/NPO staff：9.0% 
Academic/researcher：15.0% 
Staff at foundations and social benefit 
organizations：7.5% 
Student：1.0% 
Self-employed：7.5% 
Others：20.0% 

Gender 
Male：86.5% 

Female：13.0% 

Age 
group 

less than 19：0.0% 
20-29：2.0% 
30-39：9.0% 
40-49：11.0% 
50-59：25.0% 
60-69：27.5% 
70-79：22.5% 
more than 80：2.5% 

Survey Overview 

＜Demographic Information＞ 

＜Survey Methods＞ 

From June 2 to June 4, 2015, The Genron NPO sent an email questionnaire to about 6,000 intellectuals who 
have participated in its symposiums, events and research programs.  
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Q１．Which of the following countries has a more advanced 
democracy: Germany or Japan?【Please choose one】                                       
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Q2．The following items are notable characteristics of German 
politics and political systems. Which of them could provide useful 
examples for Japan? 【Please choose as many as you like】                                                                       
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Because of the limit to the federal president's power of parliamentary dissolution and the constructive
vote of no confidence, politicians are likely to serve the full term in office

5% election vote threshold for a political party to gain a seat

Streitbare Demokratie (Fortified Democracy) in which political freedom will not be granted to political
parties that aim to destroy the liberal democratic order

Constitutional court and strong judiciary

Federalism in which each state retains a measure of sovereignty, formulates its own constitution, state
assembly body, state government and state court

Bundesrat (Federal Council) consisting of representatives from each state

Frequent transfer between civil servants and politicians (in the case of electoral defeat or when a term in
office ends), there is a guarantee that one can return to one's former position

Each political party elects a candidate for a single-seat constituency at a meeting of local party members

Placing greater importance on politicians’ expertise 

Combination of single-seat constituencies and proportional representation system

Grand coalition

Political Parties Act

In order to develop the capacity for political participation, federal and state governments cooperate with
political parties, labor unions and churches to conduct wide range of civil/political education

There is nothing useful for Japan

Don’t know 

Others
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Q３．There is an argument that democracy is in crisis around the 
world and there are tendencies to move toward nationalism, 
populism and political parties that hold extreme views. In your 
view, what is the future of democracy?【Please choose one】                                   
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Q４．In your view, what is the most important aspect of 
democracy?     【Please choose one】                                                                       
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Rule of law

Equality under the law

Separation of powers

Political freedom

Respect of fundamental individual human rights

Political representation

Equal and free voting rights

Freedom of expression, association and conscience

Others

No response
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Q５．In the next 20 years, do you think that Japan will be involved 
in a war or be in a situation to declare war?【Please choose one】                                       
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Q６．Which of the following countries has done more to reconcile  
with countries and people who were victims of their aggression, 
colonial rule and occupation: Japan or Germany?【Please choose 
one】                                       
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Q７．In the late 1960s, Germany conducted exchange programs 
with France and Poland that saw young people staying in ordinary 
homes for several weeks. For reconciliation with neighboring 
countries (i.e., China and South Korea), do you think that Japan 
should conduct similar kinds of grass-roots exchange programs?
【Please choose one】                                       
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Q 8．Do you count on the role of ‘civil diplomacy’ in building peace 
in Northeast Asia?【Please choose one】                                       
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